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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present MoB, a service-oriented scripting language for programming mobile agents in distributed systems. The main feature of the language is the integration of the service-oriented and the mobile agent paradigms. MoB is encoded onto a process calculus with a well studied semantics which provides us with a tool to prove the soundness of the language relative to the underlying calculus.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Service-Oriented programming departs from the object-oriented paradigm by de-coupling data and processing. Services are provided in a transparent way for clients, requiring only knowledge of the contract (the service’s interface). One of the main advantages of service-oriented programming is that it provides a framework on which to develop component-based systems. These have recently received a lot of attention for distributed systems, namely with the .NET [14], Jini [19] and Openwings [9] platforms.

Another major technology for Web applications is that of mobile agents. Mobile agents are computations that have the ability to travel through a network, by halting their execution, saving their state and then restoring it in a new host. In this paradigm, mobile agents move towards the resources (e.g., data, servers) and interact locally, unlike the usual communication paradigms (e.g., client-server), that require costly remote sessions to be maintained.

Programming languages for mobile agents come in two flavors: those designed by hand and those based on formal systems. In the first set we have systems such as Aglets [7], Mole [16] and Voyager [4] that mostly extend Java classes to define an agent’s behavior, and scripting languages such as D’Agents [5] or Ara [13]. Providing a demonstrably sound semantics for these systems is rather difficult given the gap between the implementation and an adequate formal model.

Languages in the second set are based on formal systems, mostly some form or extension of the π-calculus [6, 8]. This allows researchers to build solid specifications for these programming languages and prove the languages correct by design by providing adequate encodings onto a base calculus. Examples of such languages have been implemented in recent years, namely, JoCaml [3], TyC0 [18], X-Klaim [2], Nomadic Pict [20], Acute [10] and Alice [15].

In [12] we first introduced MoB, a programming language for developing applications based on mobile agents. Here we extend MoB with another main abstraction, services, thus uniting two major abstractions for Web applications. The main novelties introduced in this paper, in particular relative to [12], are as follows: a) services, described as interfaces implemented by agents, and (mobile) agents are the main abstractions of the language. Agents provide and require services and are bound to these dynamically as they move through the network; b) the MoB language has been encoded in TyC0 a form of the π-calculus extended with distribution and mobility of resources and with a well-studied semantics [1, 18]. This provides a tool to prove the soundness of the operational semantics of the language, thus providing a form of language security not readily available in the other languages discussed; c) the encoding onto the process calculus provided a full specification of the front-end of the compiler for MoB and allowed us to use the TyC0 run-time system to run compiled MoB programs.

2. THE LANGUAGE
One of the main abstractions of MoB is the agent. Agents may be viewed as special objects, with a run-time associated, that provide/require services to/from the network (other agents). Agents are handled in MoB programs much like objects are handled in object-oriented languages.

The service is another main abstraction. An agent implements services and, simultaneously, requires services provided by other agents. There is absolutely no distinction between clients and servers. To access a service, a programmer must get a binding for an agent that provides it. The binding is obtained dynamically through the primitive bind that asks a network name service for an agent that provides the service. When the binding is received, interaction through method invocation can happen.

Agents may move through the network and this is controlled explicitly, at high-level, by the programmer using a primitive go. The movement of an agent involves moving an entire virtual machine and its state to the target host in the network. The execution resumes on arrival at the target host, without intervention from other agents.

Agents are multi-threaded. Thread creation and synchronization is supported through the fork and join primitives. Another form of synchronization, on data-structures, is provided by the instructions lock and unlock that support a simple form of mutual exclusion in data access. Interaction with external services is supported with exec which is used to implement extensions to the core MoB lan-
The form of an abstract machine that describes state transitions between network configurations. Each network configuration is composed of a set of agents running concurrently plus a name service for binding services to agents. Each agent has its own heap, code, a set of threads running concurrently and a set of threads suspended on resources. Besides their own local environment, threads share the agent’s heap and use it to synchronize their access to resources.

For a complete formal specification of the semantics of the language we refer the reader to [11].

Figure 2: Compiling and running a Mob program.

The compiler is divided in two main stages (figure 2). First, the front-end of the compiler takes the Mob source code and outputs the corresponding code in the TyCO language, as specified by the encoding of Mob in TyCO. The front-end of the compiler performs type inference on the Mob source code and in particular finds the types for both the implemented and the required services for agents. At this point the name service is contacted and a type-check is performed. The types inferred by the compiler are matched with those assumed for the service in the network. If the agent implements a service yet not registered, the interface provided becomes the de facto interface for that service. If type-checking succeeds, the source Mob program is transformed into a program written in the TyCO language.

The back-end of the Mob compiler is just the compiler for the TyCO language. It takes the TyCO code generated by the front-end and produces code written in an intermediate language called MIL (Multi-threaded Intermediate Language [17]), which is compiled just-in-time by the run-time system before being executed. This scheme allows the run-time to check type information in the MIL code before running it.

The run-time system is divided into two layers. The top layer is the host layer and is implemented as a service that must run on every Mob-enabled host in a network. This layer is responsible for managing agents within a host and supporting their mobility. More specifically, it provides the means to create, execute, marshall, send, unmarshall and receive agents.

The second layer is the agent layer and implements agents and the name service (also an agent). All are executed with the TyCO run-time system. Each agent is implemented with two concurrent threads: the first is an instance of the MIL virtual machine that runs the MIL code for the agent; the second handles network communication for the MIL virtual machine.

4. RELATED WORK

Of the languages more closely related to Mob none adheres to the service-oriented paradigm. JoCaml [3] is a programming language based on the Join-calculus that provides support for distributed and mobile agent base applications. The language uses a custom virtual machine and supports the migration of trees of compu-
tations (an agent and its tree of sub-agents) between hosts in a network. Just as in MoB, type-checking is mostly done at compile time except for interaction with other modules which is done dynamically. The required type information is annotated in the source program.

The X-Klaim [2] language is an implementation of the Klaim model with ad-hoc extensions to incorporate higher-order constructs, asynchronous reading of tuple-spaces and hierarchical structured networks. Programs in X-Klaim are compiled into Java classes that resort to a package, Klava, to run. Mobile agents in X-Klaim are processes with a single execution flow, rather than the multi-threaded agents found in MoB. This makes the migration of multi-threaded agents a complex and user aware operation.

Nomadic Pict [20] is perhaps the closest to ours in that it grows from another process calculus based language, Pict, and adding primitives for programming mobile computations such as agent creation, agent migration and asynchronous communication between agents. Nomadic Pict also focuses on verification and a proof of correctness for an instance of the infrastructure has been achieved. Despite the similarities our aim is to provide a scripting language that abstracts away from network location dependent information. In this respect we feel that MoB, even in its core language is higher level than Nomadic-Pict.

Acute [10] is a programming language for mobile agents built on top of Objective Caml. The language provides type-safety through a partially static/dynamic type checking scheme. Moving computations is achieved through an atomic operation that captures a collection of threads in a structure (a thunk) that can afterwards be marshalled and moved across the network. This contrasts to MoB where marshalling of objects or agents is transparent to the programmer. In the case of agents the primitive go implements the marshalling required for sending the agent to another node in the network. The MoB service on that node will be responsible for unmarshalling the agent and restart it. In this respect Acute provides a finer, lower level, control over migration and marshalling than MoB.

Alice is a programming language based on Oz and its implementation, Mozart [15] (itself based on Standard ML). The functionality provided by Alice is similar to that of Acute. The front-end of the Alice compiler produces Oz intermediate code so that the Oz run-time, Mozart, is used to run Alice applications. The approach is similar to the one we use since the front-end of the MoB compiler produces TyCO code that is then executed with TyCO’s run-time system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have produced an implementation of the MoB language compiler and its run-time system. Currently we are working to prove the soundness of the MoB language. In other words, given an encoding map \( \cdot \), from MoB abstract-machine states into TyCO programs, we wish to prove the following conjecture:

**Conjecture** (Soundness) Let \( N \) and \( N' \) be network configurations in the MoB abstract-machine. If \( N \rightarrow N' \) (reduces to in MoB) then, \([N]\equiv[N']\) (is congruent to in TyCO) or \([N]\rightarrow[N']\) (reduces to in TyCO).
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